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Dynamically Evolving Esembles

Rolf Hennicker1

Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Germany
hennicker@ifi.lmu.de

Abstract. An ensemble is a set of computing entities that collaborate
to perform a certain task. Typically an ensemble changes dynamically
its constitution such that new members can join and other members can
leave an ensemble during its execution. The members of an ensemble
interact through message exchange. They are modelled as instances of
certain role types which can be adopted by components of an underlying
component system. We propose a dynamic logic to describe the evolution
of ensembles from a global perspective. Using the power of dynamic logic
with diamond and box modalities over regular expressions of actions (in-
volving role instance creation, message exchange and component access)
we can specify safety and liveness properties as well as desired and forbid-
den interaction scenarios. Thus our approach is suitable to write formal
requirements specifications for ensemble behaviours. For ensemble design
and implementation we propose ensemble realisations. An ensemble re-
alisation takes a local view by giving a constructive specification for each
single role type in terms of a process algebraic expression. Correctness of
an ensemble realisation is defined semantically: its generated ensemble
transition system must be a model of the requirements specification. We
consider bisimulation of ensemble transition systems and show that our
approach enjoys the Hennessy-Milner property.

Keywords: ensemble, distributed system, component, role, dynamic
logic, interaction scenario, bisimulation equivalence

1 Introduction

Autonomic computing and global interconnectedness of nodes allow the dynamic
formation of collective systems which pose new challenges to software engineers.
Typically autonomic nodes have the ability to perceive their environment and
adapt their behaviour accordingly. They interact with other nodes in the system
to collaborate in teams for some global goal. Such teams are called ensembles
in the EU project ASCENS [15,16]. We claim that well-known techniques, like
component-based software engineering, are not sufficient for modelling ensembles
but must be augmented with other features to deal with the particular character-
istics of ensembles. As a framework for rigorous ensemble development we have
proposed the two-layer approach Helena [7,12] whose design is motivated by the



following considerations. While a component model describes the architecture of
a target system, ensembles are dynamically formed on demand as specific, goal-
oriented communication groups running on top of a target system. In particular,
different ensembles may run concurrently on the same target system (dealing
with different tasks). In Helena the target platform is component-based, but
it is crucial to recognise that the same component instance may take part in
different ensembles under particular, ensemble-specific roles. Thus a role is an
abstraction of the part that an individual component plays in a specific collabo-
ration. Focusing on roles allows us to put different views on a component and to
concentrate on those capabilities needed for the execution of a particular ensem-
ble. Ensemble modelling it is then the task to identify which roles are needed
in an ensemble, which components could play the roles, and how role instances
communicate when pursuing a common goal.

Helena introduces roles as first-class artefacts in ensemble models and im-
plementations. Components form the basic layer. Component instances are pas-
sive objects (of long term nature) storing data and providing operations which
implement certain functionalities, mostly related to the components’ data. Com-
ponents have a simple life-cycle; their operations can be called at any time. En-
sembles, however, evolve dynamically which may involve ensemble extensions
when components join an ensemble under some role. Role instances are active
entities (i.e. processes), often of short term nature, having role-specific com-
munication abilities (in the form of input and output messages) and running
concurrently on top of their owning components. Role instances can access the
operations of their owning component by operation calls. Components do not talk
to each other; any kind of collaboration is performed by message exchange be-
tween the active role instances played by components. Thus, by separating roles
and components, we get a two-layered approach which decouples communication
(performed between roles) and computation (performed by components). More-
over, designing a behaviour for each role of a component (which is implemented
by a single thread per role) is much simpler then designing a complex life-cycle
for a component which then must integrate all the different tasks a component
might be involved. A prototypical, two-layered implementation framework for
Helena models is described in [14,13]. The two-layered approach supports also
adaptation of components by switching between roles as discussed in [11].

Constructive descriptions of ensemble-based systems are supported by the
high-level programming language SCEL [3] for autonomic systems, by the com-
ponent-based DEECo framework [1] and by Helena where process-algebraic
expressions are provided for describing role behaviours. A more abstract level
is considered in [9] where, similarly to “classical” top down methodologies, the
development of an ensemble-based system starts with a property-oriented spec-
ification and only later a concrete realisation is constructed, which can then be
checked for correctness. The approach in [9] deals, however, only with ensem-
bles of processes and does not take into account components and the roles they
play. The goal of the current paper is to provide an appropriate extension which
can be used for a top down development of ensembles in accordance with the
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component and role layers of Helena. Therefore, in contrast to [9], this paper
incorporates the two-layer approach which requires significant syntactic and se-
mantic extensions of [9]. On the syntactic side we integrate component system
signatures, their connection to ensemble signatures (in terms of the “canPlay”
relations) and we have new actions in the logic for component access as well as
actions with “wild cards”. The latter allow us, in particular, to express safety
and liveness properties. The semantic notions and results of [9] are extended ac-
cordingly. In particular, we define semantic component models on top of which
semantic structures for ensembles are constructed.

In our approach specifications describe global properties of collaborations
performed by an ensemble. They are written in a dynamic logic style [4]. This
allows us to focus, in contrast to temporal logics, on explicit interactions and
complex interaction scenarios which are typical for a certain ensemble. The logic
uses diamond and box modalities equipped with regular expressions of actions,
like sequential composition and iteration. Atomic actions are either interactions
- in the form of message exchange between two role instances - or the creation of
a new role instance on top of a component (i.e. the specified component instance
joins an ensemble under a particular role), or component access performed by
a role instance. Additionally we allow quantification over role instances. Using
the power of dynamic logic we can thus specify desired and forbidden inter-
action scenarios. Hence, our approach is suitable to write formal requirements
specifications for global, complex interaction behaviours.

Semantic structures of our logic are ensemble transition systems. They have
two layers: a transition system for the underlying component system and a tran-
sition system describing the execution of an ensemble on top of it, in particular
involving all the role instances played by component instances. The semantics of
an ensemble specification is given by the class of its models, i.e. by all ensemble
transition systems which satisfy the axioms of the specification. Thus we support
loose specification and underspecification. A refinement relation between ensem-
ble specifications is defined by model class inclusion. We define a bisimulation
relation between ensemble transition systems and show that the validity of en-
semble sentences is preserved by ensemble bisimulation. Hence, the semantics
of an ensemble specification is closed under bisimulation equivalence. Moreover,
for image-finite ensemble transition systems the validity of the same sentences
implies bisimulation; thus the Hennessy-Milner property holds.

In the last part of this work, we consider ensemble realisations and a formal
correctness notion. An ensemble realisation takes a local view and specifies, as in
a Helena design model, a behaviour for each single role type in terms of a pro-
cess algebraic expression. All instances of the type must respect the prescribed
behaviour. We show how a (global) ensemble transition system can be generated
from the local behaviours of role instances. An ensemble realisation is correct, if
its generated ensemble transition system satisfies the (logical) sentences of the
specification. In particular, two (bisimulation) equivalent ensemble realisations
implement the same specifications.
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The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 defines the syntactic notions of
ensemble specifications based on ensemble signatures and sentences. In Section 3
we consider ensemble transition systems used for the semantics of ensemble spec-
ifications and we show the invariance of sentences under ensemble bisimulation
and the Hennessy-Milner property. Then, in Section 4, we study correct ensemble
realisations. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.

2 Ensemble Specifications

Our approach relies on a strict separation of syntax and semantics, in particular
between types and their instances. In this section we consider component types,
role types, ensembles signatures, ensemble formulas and specifications. To get
an intuition we will sometimes also refer to component and role instances to be
introduced later, in Section 3. In the following we assume given a not further
specified set of data types.

Component types. Components form the basic layer of our approach. To classify
components we use component types. A component type ct = (ctnm, attrs, opns)
has a name ctnm and declares a set of attributes attrs to store information and
a set of operations opns which can be exploited by the roles of components.
We write opns[ct ] for the operations of ct . An attribute t a has a name a and
a type t . An attribute type is either a data type or a component type such
that an attribute value can point to a component instance. In this case the
attribute is called reference attribute. An operation is of the form opnm(fparams)
or t opnm(fparams), the former being a pure operation and the latter an operation
with result. opnm is the name of the operation, fparams = t1 p1 , . . . , tn pn is a
list of typed formal parameters and t a result type. The types t, t1, . . . , tn of an
operation are data types not further specified here.

Component system signature. A component system signature CΣ is a set of
component types whose reference attributes use only component types in CΣ .
We write opns[CΣ ] for the set of all operations used in the component types of
CΣ . A component system signature CΣ is finite if it has finitely many component
types each with finitely many attributes and operations.

Role types. For performing certain tasks, components team up in ensembles.
Each participant in the ensemble contributes specific functionalities to the col-
laboration; we say, the participant plays a certain role in the ensemble. To classify
roles we use role types. A role type rt = (rtnm,mtsin,mtsout) has a name rtnm
and sets mtsin and mtsout of input and output message types respectively, which
model the interaction capabilities provided by each instance of a role type. We
write mtsin[rt ] for mtsin, mtsout[rt ] for mtsout, and mts[rt ] for mtsin ∪ mtsout.
A message type is of the form mtnm(fparams) where mtnm is a message type
name and fparams = t1 p1 , . . . , tn pn is a list of typed formal parameters. Here
the parameter types t1, . . . , tn are either role types or data types.
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Ensemble Signature. Let CΣ be a component system signature. An ensemble
signature EΣ = (rtypes, canPlay) over CΣ consists of a set rtypes of role types
and a surjective relation canPlay ⊆ CΣ × rtypes. This relation indicates that,
whenever (ct , rt) ∈ canPlay , then any component instance of type ct can po-
tentially play the role rt (being represented later on by a role instance of type
rt). We write rtypes[EΣ ] for rtypes, canPlay[EΣ ] for canPlay and mts[EΣ ] for
the set

⋃
rt∈rtypes[EΣ ]

mts[rt ] of all message types used in the role types of EΣ .

We assume that these message types use in their parameter lists, besides data
types, only role types in rtypes. In this work we consider only closed systems
where

⋃
rt∈rtypes[EΣ ]

mtsin[rt ] =
⋃

rt∈rtypes[EΣ ]

mtsout[rt ]. An ensemble signature EΣ

is finite if it has finitely many role types each with finitely many message types.

Example 1. Throughout this paper we consider a (simplified version of a) file
transfer ensemble which runs on a peer-2-peer network supporting the dis-
tributed storage of files that can be retrieved upon request. Several peer com-
ponents work together to request and transfer a file: One peer plays the role
of a Requester of the file, other peers act as Routers and the peer storing the
requested file adopts the role of a Provider. The component type Peer models
peers. Each peer stores a file in the corresponding attribute and it has a neigh-
bour whose identity is stored in the corresponding reference attribute. Peers
provide operations to get files and to store files. Each kind of role is modelled by
a role type whose instances can be created and run on the peer components. The
idea of the collaboration is that a requester issues a request for the address of a
provider of a certain file identified by a string (message type reqAddr(Requester

r, String s)). This address request is forwarded by routers through the network
until a provider is found. Then the provider address is sent from the last active
router to the requester (sndAddr(Provider p)). Finally, the requester asks the
provider for the file (reqFile(Requester r, String s)) which is then sent to the
requester (sndFile(File f)). It may also happen that no appropriate provider
is found. In this case a router sends a notification to the requester (notFound()).
The ensemble signature of the file transfer ensemble is graphically presented in
Fig. 1. The directions of the message type arrows indicate for which role types
a message type is input or output or both. Note that for Router the reqAddr

message type is input and output since routers may forward address requests to
other routers. ut

An ensemble specification describes static and dynamic properties of a sys-
tem of collaborating entities. The static aspects are represented by an ensemble
signature. For the dynamic properties a specification takes a global view of an
ensemble focusing on the desired (and not desired) interactions between the
participants of an ensemble, on the creation of new ensemble members and on
component access. To specify collaborations we use atomic actions and com-
posed (structured) actions formed by sequential composition (;), union (+) and
iteration (∗) borrowed from dynamic logic [4].
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«role type»
Requester

«component type»
Peer

File file
Peer neighbour

File getFile(String s)
storeFile(File f)

«role type»
Router

«role type»
Provider

reqA
ddr(

Requ
este

r r, Stri
ng s)

sndA
ddr(

Prov
ider

p)

notF
ound

()

reqFile(Requester r, String s)
sndFile(File f)

reqAddr(Requester r, String s)

«canPlay»

«canPlay» «canPlay»

Fig. 1: Ensemble signature for the file transfer ensemble

In the following let EΣ be a finite ensemble signature over a finite component
system signature CΣ . We assume given countably infinite sets RVar of role
instance variables and DVar of data variables.

Actions. Four kinds of atomic actions are distinguished where p, r are variables
in RVar and d ∈ DVar is a data variable.

(a) A create action p := r.create(rt , ce) describes when a role instance de-
noted by r creates a new role instance of role type rt played by a component
instance denoted by the component expression ce. The new role instance is as-
signed to variable p. The component expression can either be r.playedBy or
r.playedBy.a where a is a reference attribute. Let us remark that we do not
introduce an explicit action for deleting a role instance. A component simply
gives up a role if its role instance becomes inactive.

(b) A communication action (r → p).mtnm(e1 , . . . , en) describes when a role
instance denoted by r sends a message with name mtnm to a role instance de-
noted by p transmitting the values of the actual parameter expressions e1, . . . , en.
These expressions are either role instance variables or data type expressions not
further detailed here.

(c) A component access action r.playedBy.opnm(e1 , . . . , en) describes when
a role instance denoted by r accesses its owning component instance calling an
operation with name opnm and handing over the values of the actual parameter
expressions e1, . . . , en. These expressions are data type expressions. Component
access actions can also have the form t d := r.playedBy.opnm(e1 , . . . , en) if the
operation delivers a result which is then bound to variable d of data type t.

(d) A variable assignment r := p assigns the role instance denoted by p to
variable r.

We also allow generalisations of the atomic actions of type (a) - (c) where
the variables p, r, d and expressions ce, e1, . . . , en are partly or fully replaced by
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a “wild card” represented by the special name any. Generalised create actions
are, for instance, any := r.create(rt , ce), p := any.create(rt ,any), or any :=
any.create(rt ,any). The idea is that when any is used the particular instance
involved in the action at the position of any is not relevant. An atomic action
is called fully generalised if it has any at all possible positions.

The set Act(EΣ ,CΣ ) of (structured) actions over EΣ and CΣ is defined by
the grammar

α ::= a | α;α | α+ α | α∗

where a is a, possibly generalised, atomic action1. The sets FV(α) of free vari-
ables and BV(α) of bound variables of an action α are defined as expected
where binding of a variable p to a role type rt can only happen via a create
action p := r.create(rt , ce) and binding of a data variable d to a data type t
can only happen via a component access action t d := ce.opnm(...).

Shorthand notations. For a set a1, . . . , an of fully generalised atomic actions
we write {a1, . . . , an} to denote the composed action a1 + . . . + an. We write
−{a1, . . . , an} to denote the composed action obtained from the union of all
generalised atomic actions apart from those in {a1, . . . , an}. Note that this union
is finite since there are only finitely many generalised atomic actions. This is
due to the finiteness assumption for the underlying ensemble and component
signatures. We write allAct for the composed action obtained by the union
of all generalised atomic actions. It captures all actions that are semantically
possible in an ensemble transition system; see below.

Ensemble formulas and sentences. Besides the usual propositional logic con-
structs ensemble formulas can compare the identity of role instances, they can
be a modal formula with (composed) action α or they can be existentially quan-
tified. The set Fm(EΣ ,CΣ ) of formulas over EΣ and CΣ is defined by the
following grammar

ϕ ::= tt | r = p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | 〈α〉ϕ | ∃r:rt .ϕ

where α ∈ Act(EΣ ,CΣ ) and r, p ∈ RVar . The set FV(ϕ) of free variables of
a formula ϕ is defined as expected where binding of variables can happen by
FV(〈α〉ϕ) = FV(α) ∪ (FV(ϕ) \ BV(α)) and FV(∃r:rt .ϕ) = FV(ϕ) \ {r}.

A sentence over EΣ and CΣ is a formula ϕ without free variables, i.e.
FV(ϕ) = ∅. The set of sentences over EΣ and CΣ is denoted by Sen(EΣ ,CΣ ).
An initialisation sentence is a sentence ϕ, that does not contain any modality
〈α〉. The set of initialisation sentences is denoted by ISen(EΣ ,CΣ ). We use the
usual abbreviations: ff = ¬tt, r 6= p = ¬(r = p), ϕ ∧ ψ = ¬(¬ϕ ∨ ¬ψ), [α]ϕ =
¬〈α〉¬ϕ,∀r:rt .ϕ = ¬∃r:rt .¬ϕ.

Let us note that by using generalised atomic actions and, in particular, the
allAct notation, we can specify safety and liveness properties. Safety properties
are expressed by sentences of the form [allAct∗]ϕ. In particular, deadlock free-
ness is expressed by [allAct∗]〈allAct〉tt. Liveness properties, like “whenever an
1 We could also add tests, as in dynamic logic, but we omit them for simplification.
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action a has happened, an action b can eventually occur”, can be expressed by
[allAct∗; a]〈allAct∗; b〉tt.

Definition 1 (Ensemble specification). Let CΣ be a component system sig-
nature. An ensemble specification over CΣ is a triple EnsSpec = (EΣ , Φ, φ0)
where EΣ is an ensemble signature over CΣ , Φ ⊆ Sen(EΣ ,CΣ ) is a set of sen-
tences, called axioms of EnsSpec, and φ0 ∈ ISen(EΣ ,CΣ ) is an initialisation
axiom.

Example 2. We formulate an ensemble specification for the file transfer ensemble
introduced in Example 1. Concerning the starting condition of an ensemble the
specification requires that in the initial ensemble state there is one role instance
of type Requester and no role instances for any other type. The initialisation
axiom φ0 is

(∃req:Requester.∀req′:Requester.req′ = req)∧
¬∃rout:Router.tt ∧ ¬∃prov:Provider.tt

For ensemble execution we first require two abstract properties: (a) “whenever a
file has been requested, it can eventually be sent” and (b) “a file cannot be sent if
it hasn’t been requested before”. Using generalised atomic actions properties (a)
and (b) can be expressed by the following two sentences ϕ1 and ϕ2 respectively:

ϕ1 = [allAct∗; reqFile]〈allAct∗; sndFile〉tt
ϕ2 = [(−reqFile)∗; sndFile]ff

where reqFile stands for (any→ any).reqFile(any,any) and sndFile stands for
(any→ any).sndFile(any).

At next, we are interested in the feasibility of a primary scenario that describes a
successful execution of a file request. A requester req starts the collaboration by
creating a router role (on its connected peer) and asks the router for the address
of a provider (see α below). Arbitrarily, but finitely many routers forward the
request by creating a next router on their neighbour component (see β∗ below).
The last router (whose owning component has the file) creates a provider role
on its component and sends the address of the provider to the requester (see γ
below). Then the requester asks the provider for the file, the provider gets the
file by accessing its peer component, sends the file to the requester and, finally,
the requester stores the file on its peer component (see δ below). The primary
scenario is specified by the sentence

ϕ3 = ∀req:Requester.〈α;β∗; γ; δ; 〉tt

where

α =
rout:=req.create(Router,req.playedBy.neighbour);

(req→rout).reqAddr(req,“song”)

β =
rout’:=rout.create(Router,rout.playedBy.neighbour);
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(rout→rout’).reqAddr(req,“song”);

rout:=rout’

γ =
prov:=rout.create(Provider,rout.playedBy);

(rout→req).sndAddr(prov)

δ =
(req→prov).reqFile(req,“song”);

song:=prov.playedBy.getFile(“song”);

(prov→req).sndFile(song);

req.playedBy.storeFile(song)

ϕ3 allows iterations of arbitrary (but finite) length for forwarding the request
to newly created router roles until a provider is found. Actually, the formula is
still of abstract nature and does not really determine when a router component
stores the requested file and therefore will adapt the role of a provider. This
could, however, be easily done if we would extend our logic by tests. Moreover,
let us remark that we have assumed a fixed name of the requested file. This
could be avoided if we would go to open systems where the requester first would
expect an input of an arbitrary file name from the environment captured by a
formal parameter of the input message.

An alternative (secondary) scenario showing the possibility of a non successful
delivery is specified by the sentence

ϕ4 = ∀req:Requester.[α;β∗](〈γ; δ〉tt ∧ 〈µ〉tt)

where µ = (rout→req).notFound()

The sentence ϕ4 requires that during a routing phase a successful delivery of the
file is possible and it is also possible that a requester is informed by the current
router that no provider is found. ut

3 Semantics of Ensemble Specifications and Bisimulation

For the semantic interpretation of ensemble specifications we use ensemble tran-
sition systems. Analogously to the two syntactic levels of components and en-
sembles, also the semantics is based on two levels.

We start by considering semantic models for a component system signature
CΣ . A component system state over CΣ is a pair cσ = (cinsts, cdata) where
cinsts =

⋃
ct∈CΣ

cinstsct is the disjoint union of finite sets cinstsct of (identifiers

for) currently existing component instances of component type ct - similarly to
a heap in object-oriented systems - and cdata is a function assigning to each
component instance ci ∈ cinstsct a valuation of the attributes declared in ct .
We do not further detail attribute valuations here, but we assume that when-
ever a : ct ′ is a reference attribute of ct then cdata(ci)(a) ∈ cinstsct′ for each
ci ∈ cinstsct . If cσ = (cinsts, cdata) we write cinsts[cσ] for cinsts. The set of
component system states over CΣ is denoted by States(CΣ ).
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Component system models over CΣ , called CΣ -models, are labelled transi-
tion systems whose transitions express state changes caused by the execution of
component operations. Thus the labels are component access labels of the form
ci .opnm(v1, . . . , vn) expressing that the operation with name opnm is called on
the component instance ci with data values v1, . . . , vn. If the operation delivers
a result value v, this will also be recorded on the transition by the notation
v = ci .opnm(v1 , . . . , vn). The set of labels over CΣ is denoted by Lab(CΣ ).

CΣ -models constrain the use of labels on transitions by appropriate pre- and
postconditions like “a component access on a component instance ci can only be
executed if ci exists in the source state of the transition”.

Definition 2 (CΣ -models). Let CΣ be a component system signature. A CΣ -
model is a labelled transition system M = (States(CΣ ), cσ0,Lab(CΣ ),−→M )
such that

– cσ0 ∈ States(CΣ ) is the initial component system state,
– −→M ⊆ States(CΣ ) × Lab(CΣ ) × States(CΣ ) is a deterministic2 transition

relation such that for all cσ
ci.opnm(v1 ,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−→M cσ′ (cσ

v=ci.opnm(v1 ,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→M

cσ′ resp.) the following well-formedness conditions are satisfied:
(pre) there exists ct ∈ CΣ such that opnm(t1 p1, . . . tn pn) ∈ opns[ct ]

(t opnm(t1 p1, . . . tn pn) ∈ opns[ct ] resp.), ci ∈ cinsts[cσ]ct and v1, . . . , vn
are valid parameter values, i.e. fit to the data type parameters.

(post) if the operation has a result type t then v is a value of data type t.

General assumption: From now on, we assume given, whenever we consider
a component system signature CΣ , a fixed CΣ -model M . We do this, since we
are not interested in this paper in the specification of component systems but
rather on the specification of ensembles built over a given component system
semantically represented by M .

Ensemble states. Let EΣ = (rtypes, canPlay) be an ensemble signature over a
component system signature CΣ with canPlay ⊆ CΣ × rtypes. An ensemble
state over a component system state cσ = (cinsts, cdata) is a triple

eσ = (rinsts, playedBy , ctrl), where

rinsts =
⋃

rt∈rtypes
rinstsrt is the disjoint union of finite sets rinstsrt of (identifiers

for) currently existing role instances of type rt , playedBy : rinsts → cinsts is
a function assigning to each role instance ri ∈ rinstsrt a component instance
ci ∈ cinstsct with (ct , rt) ∈ canPlay , and ctrl is a global control state recording
the current execution state of an ensemble.

We write rinsts[eσ] for rinsts, playedBy[eσ] for playedBy and ctrl[eσ] for
ctrl . Moreover, we write playedBy[eσ][rj 7→ cj ] for the updated function with
2 It is not important here whether the transition relation is deterministic or not,
but if we think on standard implementations of operations, like in object-oriented
languages, the execution of an operation is deterministic.
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playedBy[eσ][rj 7→ cj ](rj ) = cj and playedBy[eσ][rj 7→ cj ](ri) = playedBy[eσ](ri)
for ri 6= rj . The set of pairs (eσ, cσ) where eσ is an ensemble state over compo-
nent state cσ is denoted by States(EΣ ,CΣ ).

Labels. Three kinds of labels are used on transitions which interpret the syntactic
actions (a) - (c) defined in Sect. 2.

(a) A create label rj = ri .create(rt , cj ) expresses that role instance ri creates
a role instance rj of type rt which is then played by component instance cj .

(b) A communication label (ri → rj ).mtnm(v1, . . . , vn) expresses that role
instance ri sends a message with name mtnm to role instance rj transmitting
the values v1, . . . , vn which are (identifiers of) role instances or data values.

(c) A component access label ci .opnm(v1, . . . , vn) or v = ci .opnm(v1, . . . , vn)
is defined as before for labels of CΣ -models.

The set of labels over EΣ and CΣ is denoted by Lab(EΣ ,CΣ ).

Ensemble transition systems constrain the use of labels on transitions by
appropriate pre- and postconditions, like “a role instance rj of type rt can only
be created on top of a component instance cj of type ct if the ensemble signature
allows that roles of type rt can be played by components of type ct”.

Definition 3 (Ensemble transition system). Let CΣ be a component sys-
tem signature with model M = (States(CΣ ), cσ0,Lab(CΣ ),−→M ). Let EΣ be an
ensemble signature over CΣ . An ensemble transition system (shortly ETS) for
EΣ and CΣ is a tuple T = (States(EΣ ,CΣ ), (eσ0, cσ0),Lab(EΣ ,CΣ ),−→) such
that

– (eσ0, cσ0) ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ ) is the initial ensemble state eσ0 over cσ0,
– −→⊆ States(EΣ ,CΣ ) × Lab(EΣ ,CΣ ) × States(EΣ ,CΣ ) is a transition re-

lation such that for all (eσ, cσ) l−→ (eσ′, cσ′) the following well-formedness
conditions are satisfied:
(a) if l is of the form rj = ri .create(rt , cj ) then

(pre) ri ∈ rinsts[eσ], rj /∈ rinsts[eσ], and there exists ct ∈ CΣ such
that cj ∈ cinsts[cσ]ct and (ct , rt) ∈ canPlay[EΣ ],

(post) rinsts[eσ′] = rinsts[eσ] ∪ {rj}, rj ∈ rinsts[eσ′]rt ,
playedBy[eσ′] = playedBy[eσ][rj 7→ cj ], and cσ′ = cσ.

(b) if l is of the form (ri → rj ).mtnm(v1, . . . , vn) then
(pre) there exist rt , rt ′ ∈ rtypes[EΣ ] such that mtnm(t1 p1, . . . tn pn) ∈

mtsout[rt ] ∩ mtsin[rt ′], ri ∈ rinsts[eσ]rt , rj ∈ rinsts[eσ]rt′ and
v1, . . . , vn are valid parameter values; in particular, if a parameter
type tk is a role type then vk ∈ rinsts[eσ]tk ,

(post) rinsts[eσ′] = rinsts[eσ], playedBy[eσ′] = playedBy[eσ], and
cσ′ = cσ.

(c) if l is of the form ci .opnm(v1, . . . , vn) (v = ci .opnm(v1, . . . , vn) resp.)

then cσ
ci.opnm(v1 ,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−→M cσ′ (cσ

v=ci.opnm(v1 ,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→M cσ′ resp.) and,
rinsts[eσ′] = rinsts[eσ], playedBy[eσ′] = playedBy[eσ′].
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Note that in all transitions the control state of an ensemble may change in ac-
cordance with the execution progress of the ensemble. The class of all ensemble
transition systems for EΣ and CΣ is denoted by Trans(EΣ ,CΣ ).

At next we define the satisfaction relation between ensemble transition sys-
tems and ensemble formulas. For this purpose, we have to consider environments
ρ which map variables to values, more precisely, role instance variables to role in-
stance identifiers and data variables to data values. The set of all environments
over EΣ is denoted by Env(EΣ ). Updating an environment ρ with a value v
for a variable var is denoted by ρ[var 7→ v]. We assume given an interpreta-
tion function Iσ,ρ which maps, depending on a state σ ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ ) and
an environment ρ ∈ Env(EΣ ), expressions to values. We do not detail the in-
terpretation function but assume that it is inductively defined as usual along
the structure of expressions. In particular, we assume that Iσ,ρ(r.playedBy) =
playedBy[eσ](ρ(r)) for any σ = (eσ, cσ) ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ ), ρ ∈ Env(EΣ ) and
r ∈ RVar .

To define the satisfaction relation for formulas of the form 〈α〉ϕ with α ∈
Act(EΣ ,CΣ ) we lift the semantic transition relation −→ of an ETS T to envi-
ronments and use the syntactic actions in Act(EΣ ,CΣ ) on the transitions. Each
ensemble transition system T = (States(EΣ ,CΣ ), (eσ0, cσ0),Lab(EΣ ,CΣ ),−→)
gives rise to a transition relation

→→⊆ (States(EΣ ,CΣ )× Env(EΣ ))×Act(EΣ ,CΣ )×
(States(EΣ ,CΣ )× Env(EΣ ))

which is constructed according to the rules in Fig. 2.
The first four rules have transitions of T (denoted by −→) in their premises.

The fourth rule considers component access for pure operations. The case of
operations with result types is analogous but needs two rules similarly to the
two create rules. The other rules deal with composed, structured actions and
have transitions of the form →→ in their premises.

Then, for any state σ ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ ) and environment ρ ∈ Env(EΣ ,CΣ ),
the satisfaction of ensemble formulas by T is inductively defined as follows:

– T, σ, ρ |= tt,
– T, σ, ρ |= r = p if ρ(r) = ρ(p),
– T, σ, ρ |= ¬ϕ if not T, σ, ρ |= ϕ,
– T, σ, ρ |= ϕ ∨ ψ if T, σ, ρ |= ϕ or T, σ, ρ |= ψ,
– T, σ, ρ |= 〈α〉ϕ if there exist (σ′, ρ′) ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ )× Env(EΣ ,CΣ )

such that (σ, ρ) α−→→ (σ′, ρ′) and T, σ′, ρ′ |= ϕ,
– T, σ, ρ |= ∃r:rt .ϕ if there exists ri ∈ rinsts[σ]rt such that
T, σ, ρ[r 7→ ri ] |= ϕ.

If ϕ is a sentence the environment ρ is irrelevant. T satisfies a sentence ϕ ∈
Sen(EΣ ,CΣ ), denoted by T |= ϕ, if T, σ0 |= ϕ with σ0 = (eσ0, cσ0).

12



(create1)
σ

rj=ri.create(cj)−−−−−−−−−−→ σ′

(σ, ρ)
p:=r.create(rt,ce)−−−−−−−−−−−→→ (σ′, ρ[p 7→ rj ])

whenever p 6= any and (r = any or ρ(r) = ri) and

(ce = any or Iσ,ρ(ce) = cj )

(create2)
σ

rj=ri.create(cj)−−−−−−−−−−→ σ′

(σ, ρ)
any:=r.create(rt,ce)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→→ (σ′, ρ)

whenever (r = any or ρ(r) = ri) and

(ce = any or Iσ,ρ(ce) = cj )

(comm)
σ

(ri→rj).mtnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ′

(σ, ρ)
(r→p).mtnm(e1 ,...,en )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→→ (σ′, ρ)

whenever (r = any or ρ(r) = ri) and

(p = any or ρ(r) = rj ) and, for i = 1, . . . , n,

(ei = any or Iσ,ρ(ei) = vi)

(comp access)
σ

ci.opnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−→ σ′

(σ, ρ)
r.playedBy.opnm(e1 ,...,en )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→→ (σ′, ρ)

whenever (r = any or Iσ,ρ(r.playedBy) = ci) and,

for i = 1, . . . , n, (ei = any or Iσ,ρ(ei) = vi)

(assignment) (σ, ρ)
r:=p−−−→→ (σ, ρ[r 7→ ρ(p)])

for all (σ, ρ) ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ)× Env(EΣ)

(seq. composition)
(σ, ρ)

α−→→ (σ̂, ρ̂), (σ̂, ρ̂)
β−→→ (σ′, ρ′)

(σ, ρ)
α;β−−→→ (σ′, ρ′)

(union)
(σ, ρ)

α−→→ (σ′, ρ′)

(σ, ρ)
α+β−−−→→ (σ′, ρ′)

(σ, ρ)
β−→→ (σ′, ρ′)

(σ, ρ)
α+β−−−→→ (σ′, ρ′)

(iteration refl.) (σ, ρ)
α∗−−→→ (σ, ρ)

for all (σ, ρ) ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ)× Env(EΣ)

(iteration trans.)
(σ, ρ)

α∗−−→→ (σ̂, ρ̂), (σ̂, ρ̂)
α−→→ (σ′, ρ′)

(σ, ρ)
α∗−−→→ (σ′, ρ′)

Fig. 2: Lifting from semantic labels to syntactic actions and environments
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Definition 4 (Semantics of ensemble specifications and refinement).
Let CΣ be a component system signature and EnsSpec = (EΣ , Φ, φ0) be an
ensemble specification over CΣ . A model of EnsSpec is an ETS which satisfies
Φ and φ0. The semantics of EnsSpec is given by its model class, i.e. by the class

Mod(EnsSpec) = {T ∈ Trans(EΣ ,CΣ ) | T |= ϕ for all ϕ ∈ Φ ∪ {φ0}}.

An ensemble specification EnsSpec′ = (EΣ , Φ′, φ′0) is a refinement of EnsSpec if
∅ 6= Mod(EnsSpec′) ⊆ Mod(EnsSpec).

As an equivalence relation for ETSs we use ensemble bisimulation. In contrast
to the usual bisimulation relation between processes, special care must be taken
about the treatment of role instances. We abstract from the particular names of
role instances by using, for related ensemble states eσ1 = (rinsts1, playedBy1, c1)
and eσ2 = (rinsts2, playedBy2, c2), a role instance mapping between rinsts1 and
rinsts2. A role instance mapping is a bijective function κ : rinsts1 → rinsts2
which (a) preserves role types and (b) is compatible with the “playedBy” func-
tions. This means that (a) κ((rinsts1)rt) = (rinsts2)rt for all role types rt of
the ensemble signature, and (b) playedBy1(ri) = playedBy2(κ(ri)) for each
ri ∈ rinsts1. Note, however, that there may be many role instances in rinsts1 and
rinsts2 which are played by the same component instance, since the “playedBy”
functions are usually neither injective nor surjective. We assume above that eσ1

and eσ2 are ensemble states over the same component system state cσ. As a
consequence of this discussion, our bisimulation relation is ternary and relates
states in accordance with a bijective mapping between role instances.

Remark 1. One may wonder whether role instance mappings κ must really be
bijective functions or whether the use of relations would be sufficient. A first
observation shows that satisfaction of sentences involving equations r = p (with
role instance variables r and p) would, in general, not be preserved and reflected
by ensemble bisimulation if κ is not a bijective function. So, let us consider
for a moment a sub-logic without equations. In order to preserve and reflect
satisfaction of sentences of the form ∃r:rt .ϕ, κ must at least be a relation which
is surjective in both directions. We suggest that then satisfaction of sentences
would be invariant under ensemble bisimulation. On the other hand, we claim
that - besides very simple examples - an ensemble bisimulation can anyway only
be established in terms of a bijective function between role instances.

Definition 5 (Ensemble bisimulation). Let CΣ be a component system sig-
nature and EΣ be an ensemble signature over CΣ . Let
T1 = (States(EΣ ,CΣ ), (eσ1,0, cσ0),Lab(EΣ ,CΣ ),−→1) and
T2 = (States(EΣ ,CΣ ), (eσ2,0, cσ0),Lab(EΣ ,CΣ ),−→2)

be two ensemble transition systems for EΣ and CΣ .
Let ∆ = {(σ1, σ2, κ) | σ1 = (eσ1, cσ), σ2 = (eσ2, cσ) ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ ),
κ : rinsts[eσ1]→ rinsts[eσ2] is a role instance mapping}.
A bisimulation relation between T1 and T2 is a relation R ⊆ ∆, such that for
all (σ1, σ2, κ) ∈ R the following holds:
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(1.1) If σ1
rj1=ri1.create(rt,cj )−−−−−−−−−−−−−→1 σ

′
1 then there exist σ′2 and

σ2
rj2=κ(ri1).create(rt,cj )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→2 σ

′
2 such that (σ′1, σ′2, κ[rj 1 7→ rj 2]) ∈ R.

(1.2) If σ1
(ri1→rj1).mtnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→1 σ

′
1 then there exist σ′2 and

σ2
(κ(ri1)→κ(rj1)).mtnm(−→κ (v1,...,vn))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→2 σ

′
2 such that (σ′1, σ′2, κ) ∈ R.−→κ (v1, . . . , vn) denotes the pointwise application of κ to those values

which are role instances.

(1.3) If σ1
v=ci.opnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→1 σ

′
1 then there exist σ′2 and

σ2
v=ci.opnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→2 σ

′
2 such that (σ′1, σ′2, κ) ∈ R.

(2.1) If σ2
rj2=ri2.create(rt,cj )−−−−−−−−−−−−−→2 σ

′
2 then there exist σ′1 and

σ1
rj1=κ

−1(ri2).create(rt,cj )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→1 σ
′
1 such that (σ′1, σ′2, κ[rj 1 7→ rj 2]) ∈ R.

(2.2) If σ2
(ri2→rj2).mtnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→2 σ

′
2 then there exist σ′1 and

σ1
(κ−1(ri2)→κ−1(rj2)).mtnm(

−−→
κ−1(v1,...,vn))−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→1 σ

′
1 such that (σ′1, σ′2, κ) ∈ R.

(2.3) If σ2
v=ci.opnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→2 σ

′
2 then there exist σ′1 and

σ1
v=ci.opnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→2 σ

′
2 such that (σ′1, σ′2, κ) ∈ R.

The rules (1.3) and (2.3) consider component access for operations with re-
sults. The case of pure operations is analogously and omitted here.

T1 and T2 are bisimulation equivalent, denoted by T1 ∼e T2, if there exists
a bisimulation relation R ⊆ ∆ between T1 and T2 and κ0 : rinsts[eσ1,0] →
rinsts[eσ2,0] such that ((eσ1,0, cσ0), (eσ2,0, cσ0), κ0) ∈ R.

The following theorem, part (1), shows that the satisfaction of sentences is
invariant (i.e. preserved and reflected) under ensemble bisimulation. The proof
relies on the fact that any bisimulation relation between two ETSs T1 and T2 can
be lifted from semantic labels to syntactic labels, i.e. actions in Act(EΣ ,CΣ ).
Part (2) of the theorem shows, that, if the two ETSs are image-finite3 then also
the converse holds. Thus the modal logic for ensembles satisfies the Hennessy-
Milner property. Theorem 1 extends an analogous theorem in [9] by taking into
account components and component access.

Theorem 1. Let T1 and T2 be two ETSs for an ensemble signature EΣ and
component system signature CΣ .

(1) If T1 ∼e T2 then, for any sentence ϕ ∈ Sen(EΣ ,CΣ ), T1 |= ϕ iff T2 |= ϕ.
(2) If T1 and T2 are image-finite then the converse of (1) holds, i.e. if for any

ϕ ∈ Sen(EΣ ,CΣ ), T1 |= ϕ iff T2 |= ϕ, then T1 ∼e T2.

As a consequence of (1), the model class Mod(EnsSpec) of an ensemble spec-
ification EnsSpec is closed under bisimulation equivalence.
3 This means that in any state there are at most finitely many outgoing transitions
labelled with the same action. In particular, for any create action (see Definition
3(a)), the instance rj should be chosen from a finite set of instance identifiers.
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4 Ensemble Realisations

Ensemble specifications describe properties of collaborating ensemble partici-
pants from a gobal perspective. In this section we consider ensemble realisations
which define, for each role type rt of an ensemble signature, a local behaviour
to be respected by all instances of rt . Behaviours are described in a constructive
way by process expressions. Given a component signature CΣ and an ensemble
signature EΣ = (rtypes, canPlay) over CΣ , process expressions and (local) role
actions are defined by the following grammar:4

P ::= nil | a.P | P1 + P2 | rt
a ::= p := create(rt ,playedBy) | p := create(rt ,playedBy.att) |

?mtnm(t1 p1, . . . , tn pn) | !p.mtnm(e1 , . . . , en) |
[t d :=]playedBy.opnm(e1 , . . . , en)

In this grammar rt ranges over the role types in rtypes, p is a process instance
variable, att is a reference attribute, mtnm ranges over the names of message
types in mts[EΣ ], t1 p1 , . . . , tn pn are formal parameters, e1 , . . . , en are expres-
sions, opnm ranges over the names of operations in opns[CΣ ], and d is a variable
of type t (if t is the result type of opnm). We assume that there is a predefined
variable self which can be used as an actual role type parameter in messages in
order to transmit the identity of a role instance for possible callbacks.

The set of process expressions over EΣ and CΣ is denoted by
PExp(EΣ ,CΣ ). nil denotes the null process, a.P action prefix, P1 + P2 non-
deterministic choice and rt process invocation. In contrast to communication
actions in Act(EΣ ,CΣ ), process expressions contain distinguished receive and
send actions seen from the perspective of a single role instance. A receive action
?mtnm(t1 p1, . . . tn pn) expresses that the current role instance is enabled to re-
ceive a message with values v1, . . . , vn of types t1, . . . , tn which will be stored
in local variables p1, . . . , pn of the instance. A send action !p.mtnm(e1 , . . . , en)
expresses that the current role instance is enabled to send a message to the role
instance, denoted by the local variable p, transmitting the values of the expres-
sions e1 , . . . , en . A create action p := create(rt ,playedBy) expresses that the
current role instance is enabled to create a role instance of type rt on its owning
component instance or, if the parameter is playedBy.att , on the component
instance accessed by the reference attribute att . The new role instance is stored
in the local variable p. A component access action playedBy.opnm(e1 , . . . , en)
expresses that the current role instance is enabled to call the operation opnm
on its owning component instance handing over the values of the expressions
e1, . . . , en. If the operation delivers a result then the result is stored in the local
variable d of the role instance.

Definition 6 (Ensemble realisation). Let CΣ be a component system sig-
nature with model M . An ensemble realisation over CΣ is a triple EnsReal =
(EΣ ,Reals, (rinsts0, playedBy0)) where EΣ = (rtypes, canPlay) is an ensemble
4 A more expressive syntax allowing, e.g., conditional expressions with Boolean guards
can be found in [12].
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signature over CΣ , Reals = {rt = Prt | rt ∈ rtypes} is a set of role type
realisations with Prt ∈ PExp(EΣ ,CΣ ), rinsts0 is a non-empty set of initially
existing role instances and playedBy0 : rinsts0 → cinsts[cσ0] assigns to each
ri ∈ rinsts0 a component instance of the initial state cσ0 of M .

The semantics of an ensemble realisation is given in terms of an ensemble
transition system. In this case the global control state ctrl of an ensemble state
eσ = (rinsts, playedBy , ctrl) has a particular form: it is a function ctrl : rinsts →
LStates(EΣ ) assigning to each currently existing role instance ri ∈ rinsts a local
state. A local state is a pair l = (η, P ) where η is valuation of the local variables of
role instance ri and P is a process expression recording the current computation
state of ri . We write val[l] for η and proc[l] for P . The set of all local states
over EΣ is denoted by LStates(EΣ ). The set of all local variable valuations is
denoted by Val(EΣ ). Updating a valuation η with a value v for a variable var
is denoted by η[var 7→ v]. The valuation of an empty set of local variables is
denoted by ∅. Similarly to Section 3 we assume given an interpretation function
Iσ,η which maps, depending on a state σ ∈ States(EΣ ,CΣ ) and a local variable
valuation η ∈ Val(EΣ ), expressions to values.

An ensemble realisation EnsReal = (EΣ ,Reals, (rinsts0, playedBy0)) deter-
mines the set rinsts0 of role instances when the ensemble starts its execution.
This set determines also a starting control state ctrl0 of the ensemble which
maps, for all role types rt of EΣ , each ri ∈ (rinsts0)rt to the local state
(∅[self 7→ ri ], Prt) where rt = Prt is the realisation of rt in Reals. In summary
we obtain the initial ensemble realisation state eσ0 = (rinsts0, playedBy0, ctrl0).

In contrast to the loose semantics of ensemble specifications, an ensemble
realisation determines, up to identifiers of newly created role instances, a unique
ensemble transition system. Structural operational semantics (SOS) rules define
the allowed transitions. We pursue an incremental approach, similar to the Fork
Calculus in [5], by splitting the semantics into two different layers. The first layer
describes how a process expression evolves according to the given constructs for
process expressions. The second layer builds on the first one by defining the
evolution of ensemble realisation states eσ over component system states cσ.

Evolution of process expressions: Fig. 3 provides the SOS rules for the progress
of process expressions. The rule for process invocation relies on the role type re-
alisations Reals given in an ensemble realisation. We use the symbol ↪−→ for
transitions on the process level.

Evolution of Ensembles: On the next level we consider ensemble realisation
states and their transitions denoted by −→ in Fig. 4. The transitions in Fig. 4
are derived as follows: create actions p := create(rt , playedBy) on the process
type level cause the creation of a new role instance in a given ensemble state eσ
which is now played by the component instance being the owner of the creating
role instance. We use the notation fresh(eσ, rt) to refer to the choice of a unique
role instance of type rt , which does not belong to rinsts[eσ]rt . We have omitted
in Fig. 4 the rule for create actions of the form p := create(rt , playedBy.att)
which is analogous, but now the created role is played by the component instance
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(action prefix) a.P
a
↪−→ P

(choice-left)
P1

a
↪−→ P ′

1

P1 + P2
a
↪−→ P ′

1

(choice-right)
P2

a
↪−→ P ′

2

P1 + P2
a
↪−→ P ′

2

(process type invocation)
rt = Prt ∈ Reals, Prt

a
↪−→ P ′

rt
a
↪−→ P ′

Fig. 3: SOS rules for process expressions

obtained by evaluation of the reference attribute att . Let us now consider com-
munication inside an ensemble by message exchange. In the semantics presented
here we use synchronous, binary communication - rule (comm) - where message
output and message input are performed simultaneously when role instances are
able to communicate.

Definition 7 (Semantics of an ensemble realisation). Let CΣ be a com-
ponent system signature with model M and EnsReal be an ensemble realisation
with signature EΣ over CΣ . The semantics of EnsReal is the ensemble transition
system

[[EnsReal ]] = (States(EΣ ,CΣ ), (eσ0, cσ0),Lab(EΣ ,CΣ ),−→)

where eσ0 is the initial ensemble realisation state (derived from EnsReal as
explained above), cσ0 is the initial component system state of M and −→ is the
transition relation generated from (eσ0, cσ0) by applying the rules in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4.

Note that the rules in Fig. 4 guarantee the constraints for an ensemble transi-
tion system formulated in Definition 3. Our semantic concepts lead to an obvious
correctness notion for ensemble specifications and their realisations:

Definition 8 (Correct ensemble realisation). Let EnsSpec be an ensemble
specification and EnsReal be an ensemble realisation over the same signature.
EnsReal is a correct realisation of EnsSpec if [[EnsReal ]] ∈ Mod(EnsSpec).

Example 3. We provide a realisation of the file transfer ensemble which satisfies
the specification in Example 2. The behaviour of each of the three role types
is defined in Fig. 5. For the initial state of the component system model we
assume that there exists a fixed number of component instances of type Peer

organised in a ring structure. For the initial ensemble state we require that
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(create)
Pi

p:=create(rt,playedBy)
↪−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ′

i

(eσ, cσ)
fresh(eσ,rt)=ri.create(rt,ci)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (eσ′, cσ)

whenever ri ∈ rinsts[eσ], proc[ctrl[eσ](ri)] = Pi, and,

there exists ct ∈ CΣ such that :

playedBy[eσ](ri) = ci ∈ cinsts[cσ]ct , (ct , rt) ∈ canPlay[EΣ ],

rinsts[eσ′] = rinsts[eσ] ∪ {fresh(eσ, rt)},
playedBy[eσ′] = playedBy[eσ][fresh(eσ, rt) 7→ ci ],

and, for η = val[ctrl[eσ](ri)],

ctrl[eσ′] = ctrl[eσ][ri 7→ (η[p 7→ fresh(eσ, rt)], P ′
i )]

[fresh(eσ, rt) 7→ (∅[self 7→ fresh(eσ, rt)], Prt)]

where rt = Prt ∈ Reals.

(comm)
Pi

!p.mtnm(e1 ,...,en )
↪−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ′

i , Pj
?mtnm(t1 p1,...,tn pn)
↪−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ′

j

(eσ, cσ)
(ri→rj).mtnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (eσ′, cσ)

whenever there exist rt , rt ′ ∈ rtypes[EΣ ] such that :

mtnm(t1 p1, . . . , tn pn) ∈ mtsout[rt ] ∩ mtsin[rt ′],

ri ∈ rinsts[eσ]rt , proc[ctrl[eσ](ri)] = Pi,

rj ∈ rinsts[eσ]rt′ , proc[ctrl[eσ](rj )] = Pj , rj 6= ri ,

and, for ηi = val[ctrl[eσ](ri)], wehave ηi(p) = rj ,

Iσ,ηi(ek) = vk are valid parameter values for k = 1, . . . , n,

rinsts[eσ′] = rinsts[eσ], playedBy[eσ′] = playedBy[eσ], and

ctrl[eσ′] = ctrl[eσ][ri 7→ (ηi, P
′
i )][rj 7→ (ηj [p1 7→ v1] . . . [pn 7→ vn], P

′
j)]

where ηj = val[ctrl[eσ](rj )].

(comp)
Pi

t d:=playedBy.opnm(e1 ,...,en )
↪−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ P ′

i ,

(eσ, cσ)
v=playedBy[eσ](ri).opnm(v1,...,vn)−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (eσ′, cσ′)

whenever ri ∈ rinsts[eσ], proc[ctrl[eσ](ri)] = Pi,

rinsts[eσ′] = rinsts[eσ], playedBy[eσ′] = playedBy[eσ],

and, for η = val[ctrl[eσ](ri)],

ctrl[eσ′] = ctrl[eσ][ri 7→ (η[d 7→ v], P ′
i )], and

cσ
v=playedBy[eσ](ri).opnm(v1 ,...,vn )−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→M cσ′.

Fig. 4: SOS rules for ensembles
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there exists exactly one role instance which is of type Requester and played by
the first peer. Let us remark that the role behaviour specified for a router is
non-deterministic (with internal choice) for what concerns the creation of a new
router or a new provider role instance. It does not take into account when the
owning component of a router stores the requested file and therefore will adapt
the role of a provider. This could, however, be easily done if we would use the
full Helena language [12] which includes guarded choice. Moreover, as already
discussed earlier, the name of the requested file is fixed which could be avoided
if we would use open systems where the requester first would expect an input of
a file name from the environment. ut

roleBehaviour Requester =
router :=

create(Router,playedBy.neighbour) .
!router.reqAddr(self,‘‘song’’) .
(( ?sndAddr(Provider prov) .

!prov.reqFile(self,‘‘song’’) .
?sndFile(File f) . nil)

+
( ?notFound() . nil))

roleBehaviour Provider =
?reqFile(Requester req, String s) .
File song = playedBy.getFile(‘‘song’’).
!req.sndFile(song) . nil

roleBehaviour Router =
?reqAddr(Requester req, String s) .
( router :=

create(Router,playedBy.neighbour).
!router.reqAddr(req,‘‘song’’) . nil)

+
( prov := create(Provider,playedBy) .
!req.sndAddr(prov) . nil)

+
( !req.notFound() . nil)

Fig. 5: Realisation of the file transfer ensemble

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1(1) we obtain:

Theorem 2 (Equivalent correct ensemble realisations). Let EnsSpec be
an ensemble specification and EnsReal1 and EnsReal2 be two equivalent ensemble
realisations, i.e., [[EnsReal1]] ∼e [[EnsReal2]]. Then EnsReal1 is a correct reali-
sation of EnsSpec if and only if EnsReal2 is a correct realisation of EnsSpec.

It remains the question how to prove that two ensemble realisations EnsReal1
and EnsReal2 are equivalent? The idea is to look to the role type realisations
rt = P1,rt and rt = P2,rt of EnsReal1 and EnsReal2 and to show that, for each
role type rt , the process expressions P1,rt and P2,rt are bisimulation equivalent in
the usual sense of process algebra. We claim that this implies global bisimulation
equivalence of their generated ensemble transition systems. A formal proof of this
fact in the absence of component types has been given in [9].

5 Conclusion

In this work we have extended the (constructive) Helena approach for modelling
ensemble-based systems by a logic for specifying properties of ensembles. The
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logic should be useful for any kind of distributed system where cooperation
is a central requirement. It is also useful for specifying allowed and forbidden
scenarios which underlie use case driven approaches to software development.
Our logic complements temporal logics, as used, e.g., in [8] for the verification of
Helena models, since it focuses on interactions and scenarios. Of course, more
case studies are still needed to validate the expressiveness of our logic.

Our approach relies on a rigorous discrimination between syntax and seman-
tics which allows us to study ensemble bisimulation and a correctness notion for
ensemble realisations. Currently this correctness notion relies on synchronous
message passing in (the semantics of) ensemble realisations. In future work this
should be extended to support also asynchronous communication styles, like
in [12,8] or in asynchronous multiparty session types [10]. In contrast to our
approach, the framework of multiparty session types is strongly influenced by
the π-calculus. It is not aimed at a logic but at process algebraic descriptions
of global interaction protocols from which realisations (in the form of sets of
local types) can be extracted by projection. An approach to specifying multi-
party sessions carrying a logical flavour is given by the global types in [2]. Such
global types use also compound actions, like sequential composition and itera-
tion, and, moreover, are able to specify unconstrained composition of parallel
activities which would also be an issue for extension of our logic. But they rely
on a fixed number of ensemble participants and do not support modalities and
negation. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, the session type formalisms
do not distinguish between components and roles which is a crucial aspect of
our approach.

Further aspects for future research are investigating methods for proving cor-
rectness of ensemble realisations and studying open ensembles and their com-
position by extending [6] to components. Currently an ensemble specification
describes the behaviour of one kind of ensemble but we are also interested to in-
corporate possibilities for talking about different kinds of ensembles in the logic
and in realisations.

Acknowledgement. I am grateful for the scientific cooperation with Martin Wirs-
ing on ensemble-based systems and his support for the current study.
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